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Not Rasta Reggae... If you love that white boy reggae vibe, you will love the illsauce. 13 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Roots Rock, WORLD: Reggae Details: The illsauce is a 5 piece NOT RASTA REGGAE/punk

band from Bozeman, MT. They formed in a small room at Big Sky Ski Resort and have been redefining

ever since. They have musically matured and grown to share the stage with such artists as; Carlos

Washington, Wu Tang, Abstract Rude, Psyche Origami, The Chicharones, Josh Martinez, Ric Parnell of

Spinal Tap, Souls of Mischief, Big Head Todd and the Monsters, REO Speedwagon, Warrant, Creedance

Revisited, Tea Leaf Green, Blue Oyster Cult, Sweat Shop Union and many more. The illsauce is making

the crowds move and sweat to the melodic vocal harmonies, and hard hitting not rasta reggae dub style

known as the illstylee. They fuse a high-powered blend of reggae/rawk into a style of their own. We are

always being compared to Sublime, and I used to hate it, now I'm stoked about it! singer Eric (schwan-e)

Swanson says. Although Sublime is a big influence so is Bad Brains, Jack Johnson, Mark Knoppler,

Stoopid, and Bob Marley." I feel the ill style draws from many sources. The connection and chemistry

between the members of the illsauce comes through loud and clear transforming any room into a positive

vibration. The band recently released there debut studio album called "After the Breakdown", with several

thousand copies already sold it is proving to be a fan favorite. The illsauce has also released a new live

album called "illsauce LIVE and Hardly Acoustic" recorded live in Bozeman, Montana featuring special

guest MC Natural. The cover art for "Hardly Acoustic" was created by friend and artist Jrod. jrodartNo

matter what you pick up by the illsauce it is sure to contain RAW ill!!!! ASK YOUR LOCAL RECORD

STORE ABOUT THE ILLSAUCE OR EMAIL-illsauce@hotmail.com
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